MORE FISH IN THE NET
Tips to improve your success on the water

CONSTRUCT A TIGHT-LINE NYMPH RIG

Tight line – or Euro-nymphing is a great way to catch more fish. The technique is well-suited for the Southeast’s many small- to medium-sized rock-strewn streams. It relies on light tippet (5X to 7X) and high visibility sighter material to connect anglers to their flies directly. Tight line nymphing allows anglers to fish deep or shallow water, riffles, and tailouts.

BUILD A BASIC LEADER
IF YOU CAN TIE A KNOT, YOU CAN DO THIS!

1. 4 feet of stiff nylon (10lb, 12lb, or 15lb) attached to a euronymphing fly line (if using a regular fly line, lengthen to 25 feet, to keep the floating line within the guides)
2. 2-3 feet high visibility sighter material
3. Tippet ring
4. 2 feet of tippet material to tag/dropper fly
5. 20-24 inches tippet to point fly